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Montana Kaimin, Friday, February 7, 2002

O PINION
Campus Voices

Editorial

Education debate
shouldn’t center on returns
Indeed, higher education in the state of Montana is a
distastefully low priority in the eyes of Gov. Judy Martz
and the Legislature.
It was truly a sad sight to witness Wednesday as the
University of Montana’s President George Dennison,
ASUM representatives and students (who drove through
a blizzard) went to Helena just so they could grovel
before the Joint Appropriations Subcommittee. They
pleaded for the Legislature to go with Martz’s budget
plan, which equates to a $6,085,118 budget shortfall, and
opposed the Legislature’s plan, which creates a
$9,363,889 shortfall. Recession or not, they should never
have to fight over budget cuts.
The Kaimin reported that in the old days, the state
funded nearly all in-state tuition. Now, it only pays 43
percent of it. The percentage is dropping yearly.
Dennison and others vainly argued that UM brings in
more than $781 million for the state in an attempt to
make a last-ditch appeal to the Legislature’s purse
strings, if not their intellect.
Yet, has it really come to that? What’s it worth to them
in terms of financial returns? Have the state’s leaders
become so blinded by penny pinching and promoting large
corporations that they can no longer see the value in cultivating the minds and humanity of the state’s residents?
Education, at all levels, is not just about producing
productive workers for the job market and saleable ideas.
Education is about developing and furthering the human
condition. It is about enlightenment. It is about learning
who we are individually and as a whole and striving for
the betterment of each. It is about giving everyone an
opportunity to succeed in life. It is about helping the
adults of tomorrow learn to lead the way into the future.
How can they put a price tag on that?
How can they deprive people of that opportunity?
Many people throughout the state have tried to convince the governor and the Legislature that by cutting
education, they are cutting the state’s progress and
future. These people have failed for many years. Sadly,
many of the state’s current government officials will be
dead before they can see the damage they create in the
present.
Then again, how do you break through to a governor,
and many legislators, who’ve attained and pursued no
more than a high school education some 30 or 40 years
ago? People who have most likely shunned learning their
whole lives. And really ... What good has education ever
done them?

— Nathaniel Cerf
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LETTERS POLICY: Letters should be no
more than 300 words, typed and doublespaced. Writers are limited to two letters per
month. Letters should be mailed, or preferably
brought, to the Kaimin office in room 206 of the
Journalism Building with a valid ID for verification. E-mail may be sent to letters@kaimin.org
Letters must include signature (name in the
case of E-mail), valid mailing address, telephone number and student’s year and major, if
applicable. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and brevity. Longer pieces may be submitted as guest columns.

EVST deserves, demands an apology
protect Missoula’s drinking water; replant
miles of eroding stream banks; rescue prairie
plants in the path of construction and
replant at prairie restoration sites; hand
Mining, timber and construction lobbyists
weed public open space to reduce chemical
recently urged Montana legislators to remove
use near trails; take hundreds of school chilfunding for the University of Montana’s envidren on field trips to the outdoors; take trouronmental studies program, claiming that its
bled teenagers on camping trips; help kids
students and faculty hurt our economy. Their
with science projects; help put on the science
claims are unjust and insulting to some of
fair and lots more.
the state’s most concerned and hard-working
Often, we hear that the young are apathetcitizens. We demand an apology and here is
ic and don’t vote. Our students not only vote,
why.
they also register others to vote, work in
All economies depend on a healthy envicampaigns, go door-to-door, collect signaronment, but especially Montana’s, where
tures, testify at hearings and put on forums.
people want to live, retire and vacation
They work their tails off doing what all citibecause of its beautiful, healthy landscape
zens are supposed to do — make our democand friendly communities. Protecting and
racy work by working through legal means to
restoring our land and water creates more
achieve the things they believe
jobs now and in the long run
Many of our students come in. Many of our students come
than irresponsible resource
from Montana, but whether
extraction that does not provide from Montana, but whether
they were born here or just they were born here or just
adequate protection. It builds
arrived, they have as much
healthier communities, as well. arrived, they have as much
right to say what they think is
I insist that the students
right to say what they think best for Montana as some
and faculty of the environmenis best for Montana
multinational corporation.
tal studies program work hardSo I demand an apology to
as
some
multinational
er than those industry lobbyists
our
students from those lobbycorporation.
to strengthen and restore both
ists. And I appeal to the
our economy and our environLegislature to remember that
ment. We work for a sustainthese young people are our best hope for
able economy and a just society that emphaMontana’s future. Next time you meet one of
sizes renewable energy, sustainable use of
our students, I hope you’ll say thank you.
resources, affordable housing, well-planned
Thank you for rebuilding our streams, healtransportation systems and local food sysing the land, protecting our drinking water,
tems. We try to raise awareness of how our
feeding the hungry, tutoring our children,
lifestyles and consumption decisions affect
registering voters, and yes, even disagreeing
future generations and people around the
with us sometimes. Please keep on doing it.
world.
Because in a few years, you’ll be running the
And we give thousands of hours of commuworld. And you’re going to need all the skills
nity service every year. Here are just a few of
you learned in school to do it.
the things our students and faculty do for
Montana: grow thousands of pounds of organ— Vicki Watson, professor of environmenic food for the Food Bank; help put on the
tal studies. AND PROUD OF IT.
annual hazardous waste collection days to

Column by
Vicki Watson

H e r e ’s t h e d e a l :
The Kaimin will run guest columns in “Campus Voices” on Fridays.
Please submit 700-word opinion pieces
to letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in the Kaimin office in
Journalism 206 by Wednesday afternoons. Columns may be edited for
clarity, brevity and length.

letters@kaimin.org
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O PINION

Letters to the editor

Push for war
foolish, wrong
The push for war in Iraq is
absurd, foolish and misguided.
As the administration’s new
security doctrine makes clear
this is not a war to end all
wars, but a part of an endless
war with one purpose —
American military and economic hegemony.
We are told that Hussein
and Iraq present a grave
threat to the world’s security.
He has chemical weapons, he
is mad, he has an army, he is a
despot, he’d like nuclear
weapons, he is evil, he is bent
on destruction. The propaganda bombards us daily. Some of
these claims may be true,

Sexy

black and white newspaper

looking for some design lovin. I’m
really not a floozie, but I’ll pay money.
Bling Bling $$$$$.
YOU:

Ray Vinkey
graduate student,
wildlife biology

Club editorial
irritates organizer
After three-and-a-half
years of reading our local
propagandists I have become
accustomed and even curious
to see the progression of our
Kaimin writers. Their errors
in quoting and facts of stories
have amused me on many
occasions. After all, they are
just aspiring journalists trying to gain experience.
However, on Friday, Chris
Rodkey’s editorializing of
Campus Nightlife made me
livid. The article was so poorly written I felt compelled to
voice my concerns. Junior

Hot young designer who

knows how to handle QuarkXPress and
loves long nights of newsmaking.
Sound like your bag? Then come to Journalism
107 and talk to Tiff or stop in Journalism 206
and pick up an application, sweetie pie.

journalism major Chris
Rodkey, who has been
involved with the Kaimin for
(a couple) years now, failed to
come close to giving an accurate or even intellectually
composed article. Absolutely
no insight was shown toward
the progressive thought of
bringing a holistic programming package which he misinformed as a change in
name from Club Nocturnal to
That Friday Night Thing.
The intent was there from
the beginning to bring more
than just a dance club. Nor
did he even think to include
how bringing alcohol back to
campus could affect things.
How many of you would like
to be able to buy a beer at a
game, a pub in the UC, or an
event like the Foresters’
Ball? There have to be steps
taken before anything major
like this can take place: for
example Club Nocturnal.
Again, 90 percent of businesses fail within two years
and yet he immediately
called the attempt a failure
even though it has only been
open a semester. If any
research had been done at
all, he would have found out
the last night of the fall
semester drew in 295 people

because of altered aspects to
meet students’ wants. Next
time you give an editorial
can you please show some
journalistic integrity by
doing research and writing it
before the moment it is due.
Thanks.
Stephen Sticka,
senior, psychology
organizer, Club Nocturnal

Skanky ads
a naughty no-no
What’s up with your
skanky ads like Midnight
Dreams, Spicy Video and
(most pathetic of all)
Missoula Swingers? Is the
Kaimin so desperate for
advertising that they’ve lowered themselves to this? Do
you think alumni, faculty,
students and parents need to
see this garbage in a school
newspaper? Who the heck is
the faculty adviser, and did
they actually approve of this?
Get with it and get this crap
out of the Kaimin!
Peg Brownlee
1978 alumna,
College of Technology
professor

Listen up!
LETTERS POLICY: Letters should be no more than 300
words, typed and double-spaced. Writers are limited to two
letters per month. Letters should be mailed, or preferably
brought, to the Kaimin office in Room 206 of the Journalism
Building with a valid ID for verification. E-mail may be sent
to letters@kaimin.org. Letters must include signature
(name in the case of e-mail), valid mailing address, telephone
number and student’s year and major, if applicable.
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and brevity.
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some may not, but this is not
the point.
Wars are not fought against
individuals but against people,
against life.
The United States possesses
the greatest arsenal of
weapons, the most powerful
military that the world has
ever known. We have chemical
weapons, biological weapons,
nuclear weapons. We have
thousands of tanks, planes and
ships. Worst of all, our government has demonstrated a willingness to use these weapons
again and again.
War is humanity’s greatest
failing, and it should not be
waged without great cause
and introspection. Many
nations possess weapons of
mass destruction. Many
nations are ruled by brutal

dictators. These are not causes
of war, but calls for diplomacy,
calls for democracy.
The Bush administration
has no taste for diplomacy, no
desire for democracy. It displays a complete disregard for
human suffering, for the environment, for life. They are
leading us down a path of
tremendous risks.
We need not be led.

Welcome to our
Grand Re-Opening
FRI & SAT
FOOD SPECIALS
 for  Monte Burger
 for  Lady Griz Burger
 for  Griz Burger

Home of the Griz
Just Across the
Walkbridge from U of M

835 E. Broadway
721-1212
Live Music Friday & Saturday
9 PM • The Fugitives
NO COVER

Classic Rock n’ Roll
FUN MUSIC YOU CAN DANCE TO

1/2 PRICE ALL PIZZAS
1/2 PRICE APPETIZER
DRINK SPECIALS
 PINTS  PITCHERS
KOKANEE BUD COORS PBR
 RED BULL AND VODKA

CASINO SPECIAL
 Match Play
Your   Our  • one per day
3-100” Projection TV’s
30 Large Screen TV’s
New Smoke-Free Atrium
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NASA pays tribute
to space shuttle crew
at Edwards Air Base

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Sweeney Windchief, new minority admissions counselor at UM, is looking forward to increasing the diversity of students on campus. Windchief will be traveling across North America from Los Angeles to Canada to recruit minorities
for the University.

Minority admissions counselor
strives to diversify enrollment
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

The best part of Sweeney
Windchief ’s job is seeing the
students he recruited walking
and smiling on campus.
Since only 9 percent of
University of Montana students are minority students,
Windchief — the University of
Montana’s minority admissions counselor — does not get
that opportunity as often as he
would like.
Since he was hired last
March, Windchief has been
trying to increase the number
of minority students at UM.
Formerly, one recruiter handled both international students and minority students.
Windchief and others say
diversity among students is
one way to provide a broad
and quality education.
“I think the University’s
best interests rely on promoting diversity,” Windchief said.
“I don’t think my position is
attached to affirmative action
in that it is unfair to other students, I just think it is important to be respectful of all cultural differences. Some students have different recruiting
needs. The differences need to
be recognized and celebrated.”
The Board of Regents has
made diversity a priority for
the Montana University
System, Vice President for
Student Affairs Barbara
Hollmann said. The Regents
asked universities to increase
minority enrollment until it
was on par with Montana’s
minority population.

Windchief said UM’s population of American Indians is
only 2.3 percent, while the
state of Montana has a population of about 6 percent.
Hollmann said UM has not
set specific goals for how many
minority students would be
most desirable at UM.
“It isn’t about a quota, it’s
more about civility and respect
for each other,” she said. “We
are striving for diversity, but
we don’t have a specific target.”
UM President George
Dennison said, “We are trying
aggressively to increase diversity. We have a plan to be
aggressive in recruiting.”
Hollmann and Windchief
said they would like UM to be
more diverse than the regents’
goal because Montana doesn’t
have a very diverse population.
“I’d say those goals are
good, but I don’t think exceeding those would be a bad
thing,” Windchief said.
Attracting more minority
students to UM, however, is a
challenge.
“Because Montana is not as
diverse as we would like to
have it, we have to attract students from other parts of the
country and the world,” he
said.
However, there is a lot of
competition among universities for minority students in
the United States, Hollmann
said. Students are lost to other
schools that offer more incentives like full-ride scholarships, she said.
“We just don’t have the

wherewithal to compete with
academic scholarships,” she
said. “We just can’t offer as
many full-ride scholarships to
those students.”
Windchief said there are
also other obstacles, particularly when recruiting in
Montana.
“A student might come off
the reservation and come to
school here, but there are certain cultural differences that
students and teachers just
might not be used to dealing
with,” he said. Windchief said
families sometimes play an
important role in the recruiting process, though he said
they rarely become obstacles
to a student coming to UM.
Windchief also said students with families create a
unique situation.
“The challenging students
are the ones who have family
and kids who decide to come
back to school just because of
all the things that go along
with kids,” he said. “You know
that moms and dads want to
come back to school to improve
their situation, but it is that
much tougher when you have
a family to support.”
Windchief and Hollmann
said retention of minority students is also important.
“We still have a lot of work
to do,” he said. “A big part of
that is retention. A lot of people try to separate them but
they are really one and the
same. Because when we do
recruiting we not only deal
with the student but also with
the extended family, and that
plays into retention.”

Suffering from mild to moderate Asthma?
Northwest Physicians Research Network, Inc. is seeking volunteers for a national asthma drug research study of an investigational
inhaled medication. Participants must be ages 12 to 75, healthy, non-smokers, and be able to attend 6 visits in 18 weeks.

Qualified participants will receive:
• Study-related medical exams, lab tests and medications
• Compensation for time and travel
For more information call:

(406) 721-5024 •700 South Ave West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

our lives ... It was indeed a
magic carpet ride.”
During the ceremony,
three T-38s used by NASA as
training jets and an F-18
screamed overhead. The F-18
then split off to create a
missing man formation.
Speakers at the service
remembered Columbia’s commander, Air Force Col. Rick
Husband, who had been an
F-15 test and demonstration
pilot at Edwards. Some of his
fellow pilots recalled spending countless hours with him
discussing the intricacies of
flight.
Others said they admired
Husband’s courage.
“He knew what he was
doing, he accepted the risk,”
said Frank Batteas, a test
pilot at NASA’s Dryden
Flight Research Center.
As they mourned the loss
of the crew and the shuttle
they helped build, maintain
or fly, many of the mourners
said it was no reason to call
a halt to the shuttle program.

EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — With a
21-gun salute and a flyover
by NASA jets, members of
this desert base paid tribute
Thursday to space shuttle
Columbia and the seven
astronauts it carried.
Columbia landed at
Edwards 13 times — including after the very first shuttle mission in 1981. On
Thursday, many of the 300
people who attended the
memorial spoke of the crew
members on Columbia’s last
flight and of their bravery.
Former astronaut Gordon
Fullerton, 66, who flew
aboard Columbia on its third
mission, said he felt a kinship with the lost astronauts.
“Heroes, indeed they are,”
Fullerton said. “But in their
own minds, they did not consider themselves heroes. I
am sure they felt like the
luckiest people on Earth as
they snapped in at the pad.”
“Columbia was a magnificent machine. She carried us
to the greatest adventures of
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Center righting wrongs in students’ writing
Editor’s note: This is the
fourth in a series of stories
that will look at UM’s upper
division writing proficiency
assessment.

Adam Weinacker
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana
Writing Center is Dana
Downey’s term paper savior.
Downey, an anthropology
student, needed writing help
at the end of fall semester
when crunch time set in. She
followed the many signs that
led to a long, narrow corridor
and a quiet office in Todd
Hall.
Her visit was only one of
more than 600 the Writing
Center has had this year.
“I came here today to get
more help with my writing,”
she said after struggling with
a 10-pager about the introduction of the arrowhead. “I
just need someone to walk me
through it.”
She came prepared with a
rough draft and questions
about language.
“Is ‘how to’ passive?” she
asked tutor Clay Silsby.
Questions like this gave
reason for the creation of the
center last fall. With $100,000
from the President’s Office,
the center set up shop in Todd
Hall and hired six tutors.
Each tutor makes about $10
an hour and works part-time
throughout the semester.
Their mission: to improve

undergraduate writing at the
University — even if students
don’t realize they need help.
“Some might say there’s a
lot of denial,” said Nancy
Mattina, the interim director
of the Writing Center. “Some
might say there’s a lot of ignorance in the sense that students may not have been
taught how to evaluate their
own writing.”
The high failure rates on
the upper division writing
proficiency assessment
showed that student writing
needed more attention. At
each sitting, 30 to 50 percent
of test-takers fail the exam.
Passing the assessment is a
graduation requirement.
“We can point a lot of fingers, it doesn’t matter,”
Mattina said. “It’s still our job
to teach.”
One aspect of the Writing
Center is to help students
prepare for the assessment
and evaluate failing essays.
Students who fail the
assessment can come to the
center to pick up their exam
booklets. The center holds the
graded exams in hopes that
failing students will schedule
an appointment with a tutor
while picking up their essay,
Mattina said.
Unfortunately, not many
have done so.
Students can also come to
workshops held by the center
to prepare for the assessment,
said tutor Brianna Randall.

What’s your favorite number? See if it made
“By the Numbers.” — Page 15

About 20 people attended the
last workshop, but only 17
percent of those taking the
last two exams had attended
one.
Downey has not yet taken
the exam.
“I’m quite scared,” she said
of the exam. “But I do believe
that there is probably a huge
amount of people who graduate from college who cannot
write clear and efficient
papers.”
From a tutor’s perspective,
Randall said preparation is
the remedy to poor assessment performance.
“The reason a lot of people
are failing is not because they
are stupid,” she said, “but
because they weren’t preparing correctly.”
Berv Naasz, an ASUM senator and critic of the writing
exam, said University money
should be going to improving
English courses in lieu of the
Writing Center.
“I think the $100,000 that
they gave to the writing lab
could be used better,” he said.
Naasz, who has failed the
assessment, said he has never
been to the Writing Center,
but he believes English classes should teach students to
write well so that remediation
would be unnecessary.
The Writing Center’s six
tutors were selected for their
prior teaching experience and
ability to evaluate writing,
Mattina said. One tutor spe-

Buy Any

Clubfoot Heater
get a

FREE

Fountain Soda & Chips
Now Accepted

123 E. Main
Downtown
327-9400

1204 W. Kent
542-2206

We can help! Get your info together (we’ll tell you how) and
sign up now for one of the sessions listed below. The
Financial Aid Office Staff will be available to answer your
questions while you fill out the form online.

Wednesday Feb. 5th 10:00am-12:00pm
Thursday Feb. 6th
2:00pm-4:00pm
Friday Feb. 7th
9:30am-10:30am
Tuesday Feb. 11th
10:00am-12:00pm
Wednesday Feb. 12th 10:00am-12:00pm
Thursday Feb. 13th
2:00pm-4:00pm
Friday Feb. 14th
9:30am-10:30am
All sessions are in the Griz Central Training
Room on the 2rd Floor of the Lommasson Center.
Call 243-5373 now to reserve a place.

cation from the University of
Virginia.
Downey said she has gotten positive feedback on her
writing from professors and
friends since she has come to
the center.
Linda Basilicato, a tutor at
the center, said she rarely
sees a student come in for
individual help with the
upper division writing proficiency assessment. But the
students she does help often
return.
“I think (students) come
because they see improvement,” Basilicato said, “and
we see improvement when
they come back.”
Basilicato taught English
composition for three years
and said many of her students
could have benefited from a
writing center.
“Even the ‘A’ students had
room for improvement,” she
said. “If a student wants to
learn, you can learn so much
more one on one.”
Jonah Manning, a junior in
English, went to the center
about 15 times during fall
semester. He is known well
around the center because he
is concerned with his writing,
Basilicato said.
“I think some of the best
writers on campus can still
have something to gain from
the Writing Center,” Manning
said.
As for the tutors – “They’re
good people,” he said.

Nuclear whistleblower to talk peace
Alyson Tolley

“TRY
“TRY AN
AN OLD
OLD FAVORITE”
FAVORITE”

cializes in helping students
who speak English as a second language, and another
works at UM’s College of
Technology.
An average of 20 visitors
use the Writing Center every
day, Randall said. Some
schedule in advance, their
names written on a large grid
on a whiteboard. Others come
in unannounced and hope a
tutor will have time to peruse
a final or partial draft.
“It started out kind of slow
because people didn’t know
about it,” Randall said. “Now
it’s really busy.”
Randall is a graduate student in environmental studies. She and five other tutors
come from different majors
and backgrounds so students
can get a different perspective
from each tutor. One thing
they all share is the ability to
help students with writing.
“We don’t proofread,”
Randall said. “We don’t write
on their papers. We attempt
to give them a strategy.”
When Downey heard about
free writing help on campus,
she couldn’t resist. Although
her sessions may only get her
through one or two pages of
her draft, she said, the tutors
help her structure her papers
and start “a pattern to carry
forward with the rest of your
work.”
“You’re starting to shape
up,” Silsby told Downey.
Silsby has a master’s in edu-

Montana Kaimin

A whistleblower for a
nuclear weapons manufacturer
will promote peace and speak
about the threats of nuclear
bombs Saturday at the
University of Montana.
Chemist Andreas
Toupadakis said he resigned
from his high-paying job at
Lawrence Livermore Labs
three years ago when he found
out the company was breaching
environmental regulations and
committing other illegal acts.
“I found myself in a process
where they used the results of
my research to maintain or
make new nuclear weapons,”
Toupadakis said. “As a matter
of conscience, I couldn’t live
with it.”
After leaving his job and
$91,000 salary, Toupadakis took

an eight-month “leave of absence
from society” in his hometown on
the Greek island of Crete.
“I was emotionally charged
because of the Afghan war and
didn’t know what to do for my
future,” Toupadakis said. “It
was the best thing I could do, I
got strength and changed my
priorities. To have the mind in
order you need to be close to
nature and people.”
Toupadakis will talk about
some of the ideas he worked on
during his time in Greece, the
dangers of nuclear weapons,
and his experiences at
Lawrence Livermore Labs
before resigning.
While working for the labs,
Toupadakis saw how nuclear
weapons in the United States
are dangerous and pose a
threat to peace.
“U.S. is the greatest threat

to humanity,” Toupadakis said.
“The nation that has the greatest number of mass-destruction
weapons and believes its way
of life is better is the greatest
threat, and it’s not Saddam.”
Toupadakis said if people
don’t come to this realization
they might find themselves in
the same situation as Germany
during World War II.
“(Germans) could not see
what was happening before
them and it ended in a global
catastrophe, but this time it
could be the beginning of the
end of life on earth.”
To promote positive action
for peace, Toupadakis will also
talk about a bio-diesel institute
he is in the process of developing. He also started an organic
gardening program to educate
people on gardening without
chemicals.
“There is no way to keep
sanity to talk about just antiwar,” Toupadakis said. “It is
very dirty work and brings
your spirit down. You need to
also be doing something that is
actively positive — you need
the yes besides the no.”
The lecture, titled “Nuclear
Perils: Past, Present, and
Future,” will be held in the
North Underground Lecture
Hall Saturday at 3 p.m.
Toupadakis will present another lecture on Monday at noon
in the University Center
Ballroom and another at 6
p.m. in the Social Sciences
Building, Room 356.
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Grade problems? Meet ‘relaxed’ new mediator
Ryan Thompson
to help students
with grade, prof.
problems
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

Students with academic
complaints have a new face to
turn to. Ryan Thompson, a
senior in communications,
takes over as resolutions officer for the University of
Montana, a position previously
filled by Marty Birkineder, an
alumna who filled the spot for
more than four years.
“We’re so lucky to have
(Ryan),” Birkineder said.
There is a lot of confusion
as to what rights students
have when filing a complaint,
and Thompson’s background
and personality are perfect for
the position, Birkineder said.
As resolutions officer,
Thompson will deal with a
number of academically oriented problems that students may
face. Since beginning his work
this semester, Thompson has
dealt mostly with grade disputes — students who believe
they were unfairly graded for
a class.
“The position is designed by
ASUM to give students a
channel to follow through with
complaints,” Thompson said.
“It’s not real easy for them to
come forward and speak out
against a professor.”
Among students’ rights is
the ability to challenge a professor’s decision without discretion. Thompson’s position
will help students speak with-

out worrying about repercussions.
Birkineder said the majority of disputes between professors and students are easily
settled.
“Ninety-nine point nine percent of (professors) are awesome,” Birkineder said. “There
are very few cases where there
were odd responses.”
She blames miscommunication for most of the problems

between students and professors. And with a mediator to
develop a channel between,
the issue can be resolved
quickly without the need of a
formal, written complaint to
the department head.
Searching for a replacement, ASUM President Jon
Swan, Vice President Christy
Schilke, and ASUM business
manager Heather O’Loughlin
decided that with Thompson’s

background as a mediator and
his positive attitude, the senior would be perfect for the
job.
“He’s a very approachable
guy, and very reassuring,
which is important in that
position,” Swan said.
“He’s very calm and
relaxed, and an active listener,” Schilke said. “He realizes
that students should be understood and heard, not ques-

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Student resolutions officer Ryan Thompson reflects on a busy start to his new position at the beginning of spring
semester. He said he was inundated with students filing petitions regarding their fall semester grades.

tioned and attacked.”
Aside from being a senior in
communications, Thompson
has spent the last five years as
a Flathead river guide. His
work with all kinds of people
has warmed him to the whims
and woes of any student.
But ASUM’s old resolution
officer left a pair of shoes that
are tough to fill. While
Thompson shows promise and
gained the unanimous support
of the ASUM members, he is
following a woman with a
prestigious background.
Birkineder became resolution officer after 13 years as a
lower court judge in Hamilton.
After dealing with a number of
issues, including a long dispute with the Montana
Freemen, the 44-year-old
walked on the UM campus in
1999, and decided it was time
to further her education. Also,
her success in fights against
the Freeman and hate crimes
was so successful that the
Lifetime Channel filmed a TVmovie about her struggles.
“Marty has already been a
lot of help and will continue to
be,” Thompson said.
Birkineder is acting as a
paid assistant for one month
to finish disputes that began
before winter break, but will
then volunteer her time, helping Thompson transition into
the new position.
“I don’t think I could have
had any better of a predecessor,” Thompson said.
For assistance from the resolution officer, contact Ryan
Thompson at 243-5431 or stop
by Suite 150 in the UC.

Forest Service: 1.1B of board feet could be salvaged
GRANTS PASS, Ore. (AP) –
The Forest Service estimates
about 1.1 billion board feet of
timber could be salvaged from
land scorched by the Biscuit
Fire last summer.
The service’s assessment of
the fire considers salvage logging on about 51,000 acres on
Siskiyou National Forest land
burned by the nation’s largest
and most expensive wildfire of
the season.
The report estimates 300
million board feet of timber

worth $90 million could be
recovered from old growth
areas known as “matrix” lands
under the 1994 Northwest
Forest Plan and open to limited
logging.
Another 730 million board
feet could be recovered on late
successional reserve land,
potentially worth $219 million.
Both tracts of timber are within
two miles of existing roads.
But those figures don’t factor in trees which have
already deteriorated, or other

restrictions that will reduce
the salvage harvest below the
potential 1.1 billion board feet,
said Tom Link, timber program manager for the Siskiyou
and Rogue River national
forests.
Environmentalists argue
against salvage logging, saying
it could further disrupt habitat
for 49 northern spotted owl territories that overlap with the
fire’s perimeter.
“We definitely have a problem with any kind of logging in

roadless areas, late successional
reserves or wild river corridors,” said Barbara Ullian of
the Siskiyou Project, based in
Cave Junction.
David Hill, executive director of the Southern Oregon
Timber Industries Association,
countered that harvesting
burned timber will speed up
reforestation.
“Reforestation is going to be
a lot more manageable the
sooner they get to work on it,”
he said.

Much of the logging will
require an environmental
impact statement, which could
take up to nine months, meaning logging couldn’t occur until
next year. Many trees under 15
inches will have no economic
value by then.
The Biscuit Fire, which
started with a lightning strike
on July 13 and burned 499,570
acres, was the most expensive
fire in U.S. history with firefighting costs running to $154
million.

Mountains Meet Space Presents

Michael Franti
& Spearhead
with special guest

Licensed and Insured

Tre “Slimkid 3” Hardson
from The Pharcyde
at The Wilma Theatre
February 11, 2003
Doors open at 7pm
Music starts at 8pm

Also: Coming February 17 to the Blue Heron

MOFRO
Tickets available now at all Ticket E-Z outlets
Rockin Rudy’s & Rainbows End • All Ages Welcome

• Groceries • Rent/Return Movies • Dry-Cleaning •
• Restaurant Take-out • Prescription Pick-up/Delivery • Floral Delivery •
• Mail/Package Pick-up • Recyclable Pick-up • Cat PU/DO • Dinner •
• Reservations • House Sitting • Plant Watering • Pet Feeding •
• Comparison Shopping • Wake-up Calls • Dog Walking •
• Library Book Return • Retail Return/Exchange •
• Waiting for Repair/Installation Person • Pet Waste P/U •
• Sidewalk Shoveling/Salting • Research • And More!!!

www.aaronserrands.com

542-0404
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Milltown
Dam
Copper sediments
dangerous for fish in river

Toxic metals found near the banks and on the bottom of Milltown Dam in Bonner create a
hazard to fish populations in the Clark Fork River. The Environmental Protection Agency is
preparing to release plans for removing the dam later this month.

FREE FRENCH FILM!!

Copper: It’s one of the most useful
metals in the world. It helps us in communicating, transporting electricity, and
is used in a plethora of building materials for everything from cars to houses.
Unfortunately, when reduced to particles finer than talcum powder, it can be
deadly to fish and other aquatic life.
“If the fish can’t avoid that kind of
pollutant they’ll be exposed to it, and
there will be a lot of mortality in the
(fish) population, especially in the
younger life stages,” said Peter Nielsen,
environmental health supervisor at the
Missoula City-County Health
Department.
Many people probably don’t consider
copper to be a pollutant. However, it is
just one of a handful of toxic heavy metals that can be found near the banks and
bottom of nearby Milltown Dam. Other
heavy metals included in the Milltown
reservoir are arsenic, zinc, iron and
manganese, which can chronically affect
fish populations over a long period of
time.
During most times of the year, these
sediments rest peacefully at the bottom
of the reservoir, causing relatively little
damage. However, with each winter season the risk swells with increased
chances of ice jams, floods and mere
runoff that lift and wash away sediments from their usual resting places.
According to Missoula City-County
Health Department documents that
were released in November, periodic
floods and ice jams cause sediments to
be lifted from the reservoir that in turn
send high concentrations of copper
downstream, which causes “extensive
harm to fisheries and aquatic life.” Not
only floods but also runoff can increase
concentrations of these heavy metals
that sit at the bottom of Milltown reservoir and on the banks of the Clark Fork
River upstream.
According to the documents, the
reservoir is home to 13,100 tons of copper that, for the most part, was deposited from nearly a century of mining practices from upstream Butte and
Anaconda.
Currently, Missoula is in the midst of
the ice flow season and fast approaching
the beginning of the flood season.
Although neither seem likely with the

recent weather, it’s important to realize
what could and has happened.
The last ice jam endured by Milltown
Dam was in 1996. The day before the ice
jam reached the dam, copper levels were
measured at 440 parts per billion and
climbed as high as 770 ppb after an
emergency draw down was ordered to
reduce the chance of serious damage to
the dam.
The Montana water quality standard
for protecting aquatic life for copper is
18 ppb.
High levels of copper deposited in the
Milltown Reservoir have led scientists to
believe that the trout population in and
around the Milltown Dam was dramatically reduced after major draw downs.
And only until recently have trout numbers rebounded from the 1996 draw
down that was a result of a massive ice
jam.
According to the health department
documents, the Montana Fish, Wildlife
and Parks performed a survey following
the ice jam in 1996. The survey concluded there was a 62 percent loss of “catchable-size” rainbow trout and 56 percent
fewer “catchable-size” brown trout.
Juvenile trout also were affected with a
71 percent reduction in rainbows and 86
percent reduction in browns. In some
locations, there were not enough fish
remaining to form a population estimate.
“By removing the sediments it could
lead to a much healthier fish population,” said David Schmetterling, MFWP
fisheries biologist.
Currently, Missoula and surrounding
communities are awaiting a decision by
the EPA on whether to remove the sediments from Milltown Dam.
State EPA director John Wardell
announced in late January that the EPA
considers the removal of the dam as the
best option for removing sediments.
“We’re expecting that the removal will
lead to a lot more reproduction (for the
fish population),” said Russ Forba,
Environmental Protection Agency project
manager.
Forba added that many more hoops
will have to be jumped through before
any conclusive decision will be made
concerning the dam.
The EPA is set to release its plans for
removing the dam this month.

Le Battement d’ailes du papillon
[Happenstance] 2000, subtitled. Director Laurent Firode’s whimsical story about
the unpredictable, far-reaching effects of seemingly isolated actions.
Stars Amélie’s Audrey Tautou. Feb. 9 & 10, at 7pm in the UC Theater.

Story by:
Casey Trang

BOWLING SPECIALS
Sun. - Wed.
9p.m. - 2a.m.

Photos by:
Matt Hayes

ALL YOU CAN BOWL
$10.00 per person

Karaoke by
SOLID SOUND
Thursdays & Saturdays
Call Westside Lanes for more information
721-5263 • 1615 Wyoming, Missoula

On an afternoon outing at
Milltown Dam, Big Sky High
School senior Brian Anderson
tests his luck with the fishing
rod. “It’s rare to catch something out here, but it’s just a
cool place to come and relax,”
said Anderson.
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Human rights activist
to lecture on Chiapas
Daniel di Stefano
Montana Kaimin

Nine years ago in Chiapas, Mexico,
the Zapatista Army of National
Liberation took up arms. Their goal
was to combat the inception of
NAFTA and fight for the autonomy of
the indigenous people in the region.
Although open conflict lasted only
12 days, the Zapatistas’ fight for selfdetermination for Indians continues.
Bloody conflicts with military and
paramilitary forces are still common.
Monday night, Rubén Moreno, an
activist for indigenous human rights
from Chiapas, and Tom Hansen, the
director of the Mexico Solidarity
Network, will present “Human Rights
in Chiapas: A View from the
Community Level.”
They will examine growing conflicts
and human rights abuses in Chiapas
and the surrounding region. The presentation is Monday at 7 p.m. in the
North Underground Lecture Hall.
“We’re very fortunate to have
Rubén and Tom coming here to
Missoula,” Erin Thompson, member of
Community Action for Justice in the
Americas, said in a press release.
Moreno is a founder of a group
composed of indigenous human rights
activists from Zapatista communities
in Chiapas. This group documents
human rights abuses by the Mexican
army, the police, and paramilitary
groups.
Hansen has been a human rights
activist in Latin America for 20 years.
He will speak about the lack of input
indigenous communities have in shaping their development. He will also

focus on resistance to Mexican
President Vicente Fox’s “Plan Puebla
Panama.”
Plan Puebla Panama is designed to
build infrastructure in nine states
that would encourage international
corporations to build factories there.
The plan calls for the construction of
highways, railroads, airports, seaports, and power and gas grids. The
highways and railroads would link the
Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico, as
well as provide shipping lanes to the
United States.
Proponents of PPP say it will help
the poor communities of the region.
They say it will boost their economy
by providing jobs and encouraging foreign investment.
However, those opposed to the PPP
say only international companies will
benefit. Taxpayers will have to shoulder the burden of the massive construction costs, they say, and companies will then be able to come in, buy
up the land and exploit the cheap
labor market. Opponents say this will
force people off their land and change
the very nature of their lives.
According to a spokesman for the
Mexico Solidarity Network, farming
and the relationship the Indians have
with their land is the key to their
identity.
“This about ripping up their social
factor and taking advantage of lower
wages; it has nothing to do with community needs,” he said.
The lecture is sponsored by
Community Action for Justice in the
Americas, Amnesty International, the
UM geography and history departments, and the Latin American studies program. Admission is free.

Chainsaws, for more than just kidnapping

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Forestry student Theresa Johnson cuts siding material to size Wednesday in preparation for the
weekend’s Foresters’ Ball in the Schreiber Gymnasium.

Crowds get together, feel
all right on Marley’s birthday
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) — With
reggae thumping over loudspeakers,
hundreds of Jamaicans paid tribute
Thursday to late reggae legend Bob
Marley on his 58th birthday.
Radio stations dedicated blocks of
airtime to play Marley’s songs, and
newspapers published ads to honor
the dread-locked singer, who died of
cancer in 1981 at age 36.
“He taught us love and we have to
follow him,” reggae musician Eustace
Lawrence said at a Kingston tribute
concert, one of many staged across
the Caribbean island.

Marley’s music has enjoyed a
resurgence after the BBC named his
“One Love” song the anthem of the
century.
Born Feb. 6, 1945, in rural St. Ann
parish, Marley rose from the shantytowns of Kingston to international
stardom and remains one of
Jamaica’s most beloved heroes.
“He is a symbol of Jamaica,” said
Kevin Chang O’Brien, author of
Reggae Routes, a history of Jamaican
music. “All around the world when
you say Jamaica to people the first
thing they tell you is Bob Marley.”

A wise and powerful man schooled in the art of the news design once said, “The path of the design ninja begins with QuarkXPress.”
Do you have any Quark experience? Are you interested in becoming one of the most powerful forces in news design... a design ninja? If so pick up an
application in Journalism 206 or stop by the Kaimin office in Journalism 107 and inquire about the ways of the design ninja.

Is Graduate School in Your Future?

GET PAID TO GET PREPARED!
Students in UM’s McNair Scholars Program
receive a $4000 stipend to:
–Conduct their own research project
–Work with a faculty mentor
–Get guidance on their graduate school plans
–Receive assistance with their graduate school applications and GRE
–Attend conferences in their field
–Network with other undergraduate scholars

See if you qualify to be a McNair Scholar:
www.umt.edu/trio/mcnair
or call 243-4907
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CyberBear to feature graduation requirements
Alyson Tolley
Montana Kaimin

Psychology student Wanmdi
Wi Fulgham found out the hard
way that filling out graduation
papers and walking through the
ceremony didn’t necessarily
mean she had graduated.
“After graduation in May, I
got a notice from the University
saying I was credit-deficient and
needed 25 more credits,”
Fulgham said. “I was told I could
graduate a year early. I had fulfilled all my upper division and
general education requirements,
my graduation application was
approved but nobody mentioned
I didn’t have the credits.”
Fulgham hadn’t taken all 120

credits required for graduation
and because neither Fulgham,
her adviser nor the registrar’s
office caught the discrepancy
right away, she celebrated a
graduation that will have to be
postponed a couple more semesters.
She is back at UM this semester finishing classes to meet the
graduation credit quota.
A new program the University
developed for Cyberbear may
help prevent this problem from
happening in the future.
The program, scheduled to be
available later this semester, will
allow students to log onto
Cyberbear, enter their major and
view all the courses they need to
meet graduation requirements.

VOTED MISSOULA’S BEST
EVERY YEAR SINCE 1995!

Come and see why . . . with

“
”

Students are supposed to read the catalog,
but they don’t.
Paulette Nooney,
graduation adviser

“The goal is to have the program out before advising for fall
preregistration,” said Laura
Carlyon, associate registrar. “We
have to do a test run for every
undergraduate student, until
every under(graduate) degreeseeking student will have the

ESPRESSO
BAKED GOODS
SOUP
SANDWICHES
BEER
WINE

compliance program.”
The new degree evaluation
program will show students all
courses they have taken up to
the current date as well as the
perspectives they need to fill.
Requirements not met will be
accompanied by a list of all the

When trying to get your foot in
the door, make sure it looks good!

Two Locations

Buy
One
Get
One
FREE!
Any Size Coffee Drink

1221 Helen Ave.
(One Block Off Campus)
549-5556
432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
728-7300

MONTANA BOOTLEGGER
SOUTHGATE MALL MISSOULA, MT.

( 4 0 6 )

7 2 1 - 3 4 5 1

Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Carlton, Merit Ultima or Now brand cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Ultra Light cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

Fresh & Tasty
Tap Room Open

Mon - Th 3-9 Fri - Sat 12-9
602 Myrtle • 728-1660
www.kettlehouse.com

classes available that will satisfy
that perspective.
“The program also has a
what-if option,” Carlyon said.
“Say if a student is working on a
German minor and wants to
know how much more it takes to
major in that subject, they can
look it up.”
Carlyon emphasized that
although the program will outline all of UM’s general graduation requirements, some requirements specific to students’
majors might not show up on the
program and students should
make certain of the current
requirements within their
departments before graduation.
In the program, all perspectives not fulfilled will be clearly
marked in red and the program
will show whether students have
taken the upper division writing
assessment, another graduation
requirement.
“We get a lot of students in
here trying to waive a class
because they have gotten to their
last semester and are missing
one of the requirements,” graduate adviser Paulette Nooney
said. “I think it’s really going to
help students if they can keep
track of major and general ed.
requirements. A lot of departments don’t know how to advise
on general ed. requirements.
Students are supposed to read
the catalog, but they don’t.”
Fulgham said the new program would have helped her
catch her lack of credits before
graduation and kept her from
having to return to UM.
“If you had graduation
requirements on Cyberbear you
could see exactly where you are
at instead of having to rely on
your adviser,” Fulgham said.
“Many advisers have lots of students and other responsibilities.”
Graduation applications for
students hoping to graduate in
the fall are due March 4.

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

Are you an undergraduate student engaged in a research or creative (performance,
exhibit) project? Then consider joining undergraduates in disciplines across campus
at UMCUR 2003 (UM Conference on Undergraduate Research) and making a
presentation on your project! UMCUR 2003 will be held from Thursday evening
through Saturday, April 3-5.

Brief proposals are due by Monday, March 10th.
Further information about the conference is available at the UMCUR web site
(www.umcur.org) or by contacting Gerald Fetz, Dean, Davidson Honors College at
ext. 5201 or fllgaf@selway.umt.edu or Professor Garon Smith, Chemistry Dept., at
ext. 5606 or garons@selway.umt.edu.
Proposals must be submitted online at the web site indicated above

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
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N. Korea warns U.S. against strike on nuke facilities
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
— Pre-emptive attacks on
North Korea’s nuclear facilities
would trigger a “total war,” the
communist state warned
Thursday after U.S. Secretary
of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld
labeled the North’s government
a “terrorist regime.”
The harsh rhetoric came a
day after North Korea said it
was putting the operation of its
nuclear facilities on a “normal
footing,” triggering fears it was
about to produce weapons
materials. South Korea said it
had no sign that the North had
reactivated its nuclear facili-

ties, but officials said the
North’s statements were
unclear and that they were
trying to clear them up.
“When the U.S. makes a
surprise attack on our peaceful
facilities, it will spark off a
total war,” the state-run newspaper Rodong Sinmun said in
a commentary carried by
North Korea’s official news
agency, KCNA.
Ri Pyong Gap, a spokesman
and deputy director at the
North’s Foreign Ministry, told
London’s The Guardian newspaper that the impoverished
country was entitled to launch

a pre-emptive strike against
the United States.
“The United States says
that after Iraq, we are next,”
the paper quoted Ri as saying,
“but we have our own countermeasures. Pre-emptive attacks
are not the exclusive right of
the U.S.”
It’s customary of the North
to launch saber-rattling invectives against Washington when
it has a dispute to settle.
Although Washington has
repeatedly denied it plans to
invade North Korea, Rumsfeld
said restarting the nuclear program would give the North a

troubling option.
“That is something the
world has to take very seriously,” he said late Wednesday.
“It’s a regime that is a terrorist
regime. It’s a regime that has
been involved in things that
are harmful to other countries.”
In an English-language
statement, North Korea said
Wednesday that it “is now putting the operation of its
nuclear facilities for the production of electricity on a normal footing after their restart.”
The statements left it
unclear how far North Korea

has proceeded in reactivating
its nuclear facilities, which
include a 5-megawatt nuclear
reactor, a storage building for
8,000 spent fuel rods and a
plant where those rods could
be reprocessed to yield
enough plutonium for four or
five bombs in a matter of
months.
North Korea said in
December that it was reactivating its facilities to generate
badly needed electricity. But
U.S. officials say the amount of
electricity that can be produced
in the Yongbyon facilities is
negligible.

Final
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BON only: FREE gift from Clinique
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• 7 Day Scrub Cream Rinse-Off Formula
• Long Last Soft Shine Lipstick in Heather Moon
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Repairwear Intensive Night Cream
works while you sleep to defuse the
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add high energy Extra Help Serum to
elevate skin’s repair potential.
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1.7 oz., 45.00.
Repairwear Extra Help Serum, 1 oz., 45.00.
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Afternoon’s a blur

Frog jumpers leap
through law loophole

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

While walking to his last class of the day, senior Brad Fjeldheim is just in time to meet Wednesday’s first ray of sunshine near the Fine Arts Building after a day of gray skies. This weekend’s forecast calls for partly cloudy skies with
temperatures in the mid 30s and high 20s.

4
By the Numbers

Here’s a number for ya —
How many pages away

is.

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) — Calaveras County’s
celebrated jumping frogs can
leap right through a loophole
in state law after competing
in the annual contest
inspired by Mark Twain,
state officials have concluded.
About 2,000 bullfrogs are
captured each May for the
Calaveras County Fair and
Frog Jumping Jubilee in the
old Sierra gold mining town
of Angels Camp. For years,
organizers urged participants
to then put the frogs back
carefully where they got
them.
The California
Department of Fish and
Game warned last summer,
however, that it’s illegal to
return the frogs to the wild,
for fear they could spread
disease or alter ecosystems if
they are freed in new locations.
Fairgrounds manager
Warren “Buck” King had
nightmares of having to
euthanize the frogs. That

could spell the end for a contest that already has drawn
protests from animal rights
groups, most recently one led
last spring by a former Miss
Calaveras County contestant
who participated herself 14
years ago.
State officials went looking for an alternative to disrupting the popular contest
or subjecting participants to
the possible penalty of a
$5,000 fine and a year in jail.
Now they won’t have to,
after finding an obscure provision inserted into the
state’s Fish and Game Code
in 1957 that exempts frogs to
be used in frog-jumping contests from general wildlife
rules.
“I’m tickled to death about
that,” said King, the unofficial mayor of Frogtown. “I
didn’t want to even think
about what would happen.”
Pert said he still wants to
find ways for participants to
minimize any problems with
reintroducing contest frogs to
the wild.
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The Transworld Undeclared Film Tour is a free 60 minute
film from the best snowboard a
nd s k i p r o d u c e r s
that will line your pockets with shwag a
nd gi v e y o u
the chance to win a spring break getaway to
Colorado with 4 of
YO U R F R I E N D S

Monday February 10
Urey Lecture Hall 8:00 PM
Brought to you by THE
University of Montana Ski Team

Spring Break
in Colorado!
hook yourself up & call 888.328.6877
and save $50/per person on a trip.
Mention freezedeal and cst # 2009218-20

check o ut > > www.un
declareDFilmTour.com
you be the Director!
log on to FinDyourPower.com

submit your best Video cut
if you got The chops you get your props
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St. Valentine’s Day Craft fair offers gifts to endear, annoy
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

Sad about the upcoming holiday?
Afraid that you might be lonely on yet
another cold Valentine’s evening? Well,
the answer may be in the University
Center atrium, where throngs of people,
spoken for and not, are looking for gifts to
give to their loved ones, themselves and
possibly you at the annual Valentine’s
Day Art Fair.
The fair, running throughout Friday
and Saturday until 6 p.m., is one of three
fairs held during the school year, fair coordinator Lynn Elsner said. She thinks that
St. Valentine’s Day is a good spring-time
holiday to hold the fair near because people are looking for gifts for that special
someone. Also, she said, the weather is
nice enough that most will leave the
comfy confines of their homes to check it
out, but not nice enough to where they
would rather be outside.
So far, it’s working.
“It has been excellent,” Elsner said late
Thursday about that day’s turnout. “I
think we’ve had some good traffic.”
An amazing array of artwork, knickknacks, crafts and other gifts are available at the 66 booths, 11 of which are run
by University students. Woodcarved animals and furniture, different assortments
of Made in Montana soaps and bath salts,
metallic and hemp jewelry and even

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Austin Hadley, 18, sets in motion one of his “mermaid” figurines at the Valentine’s Day art fair
Thursday in the University Center. The figurines are created by forks that are twisted to spin and
balance on top of each other. In motion, the figurines resemble the movement of a mermaid swimming. Hadley and his parents made their first trip to Missoula from Moore, Idaho, to sell many of
their custom creations.
refrigerator magnets are just some of the
a gift out for his significant other is crucial.
products on sale.
“I have to find something that jumps
“There’s fleece people, jewelry people,
out at me,” he said, “something that she
woodwork people,” Elsner said. “I think
will really like. I haven’t found it yet.”
there’s something for everyone.”
Walker said he can’t be with his girlBrett Walker, a graduate student in the
friend on Feb. 14, but thinks his chances
wildlife biology program, said that picking
of finding a gift at the fair that will make

it all better are great.
“I’m hopeful,” Walker said. “Probably
something warm and fuzzy, something
she can cuddle with when I’m gone.”
Elsner stressed that although just in
time for the lovers’ holiday, most of the
booths are stocked half-and-half with holiday and everyday merchandise.
One item in particular screams out to be
purchased by the non-romantically inclined.
Dick Clark, an artist whose booth is
outside of the Campus Quick Copy doors,
is selling marshmallow guns along with
his other merchandise. Fashioned from
PVC pipe and painted to add flair, the
apparatus was his biggest seller of the
day on Thursday, and is easily his fastest
moving piece of merchandise at every
show he attends. Clark said that at a previous show, he sold 100 in a day.
“I can hit those no problem,” he said,
pointing to another artist’s chimes 25 feet
away to show the weapon’s long-range
capabilities.
Elsner thinks that the fun UC atmosphere coupled with non-holiday-themed
booths bring in a lot of shoppers who normally would have nothing to do with a St.
Valentine’s Day activity.
“It brings everybody together to one
place for one purpose,” she said. “Some
people are scared away, like ‘Oh, it’s
Valentine’s Day, what if I don’t have a
Valentine?’ If you don’t, you can buy something for yourself.”

Eye Spy Video Game Correspondent

Artists tackle human form
Klipsch speakers, penis waggling in Galler y of Visual Arts
Column by

Pete Nowakowski
A little secret about
American male society: it’s a
gigantic penis-waggling contest. Contestants continuously
compete to see who has the
most annoying exhaust on
their Honda Civic, who has the
baddest stereo system, who
has the hottest girlfriend, who
can lift really heavy objects
numerous times in a linear
motion while on your back, or
who can wear the most
Abercrombie and Fitch clothing at one time.
No use in bitching, though,
because as a male American it
is impossible not to take part
in this contest. But at least I
can justify my own behavior by
claiming awareness of the situation. Most guys, unfortunately, are content to go about
their days trying to bench
press 400 pounds. And who
really needs to bench press 400
pounds? Unless you play football or squoosh things with
your bare hands for a living,
it’s nothing more than ego
masturbation.
It’s the same for us geeky
types too, but it’s not so much
primal, visceral masturbation as
it is a gentle and understanding
caress of our fractured and misunderstood psyche. Instead of
repeatedly lifting heavy objects
to display our prowess, we geeks

gravitate toward more sophisticated and meaningful cocky displays of ridiculousness ... completely useless electronic equipment, (like Klipsch ProMedia
V5.1 THX certified computer
speakers).
I know the speakers are a
year old now, but I never even
considered buying them before
because they are $400, and
really, I need $400 computer
speakers like I need to bench
press 400 pounds. Except I
have been dreaming of owning
these things forever. My brother has the 4.1 (four separate
channels with one center) and
they are the coolest things I’ve
ever heard. And with that THX
certification (multimedia quality assurance guidelines developed by George Lucas to
ensure ... quality?) you are
guaranteed some smoothsounding speakers as you go
deaf.
And wouldn’t ya know, the
other day I sorta balanced my
checking account, (this constitutes adding lots of student
loan money at the start of each
semester). I still can’t afford
the speakers, but I can now
pay for them without starving
to death if I wanted. Because
of this excess money, I decided
to take a trip to a local electronics retailer to do some
speaker research.
As I caressed the smooth,
black sides of the subwoofer,
which houses a 500-watt
amplifier powerful enough to
elicit oozing of body fluids from
your ears with the volume at
max, I almost started to masturbate for real.
Can you imagine cranking
these deafness-inducing monsters of sound while playing

some “Battlefield 1942”? Oh
man, everyone on the block
would hear me as I gun down
bullet fodder, smiling as blood
drips from my ear holes.
These are hands-down the
best 5.1 (five separate channels and one center) PC surround speakers you can buy.
Even a year after they were
introduced there are no competitors. Sure, there are some
other 5.1 THX certified setups
out there from Creative Labs,
but they just don’t have the
styling, with the clean lines
and rounded edges of the
Klipsch satellites, or the monstrous presence of the
ProMedias. Most Creative
Labs peripherals are not bad;
they are actually excellent. I
even own some Creative Labs
5.1 speakers, but they are
boxy, functional and devoid of
any style. If you are serious
about PC gaming, Klipsch
ProMedias are the speakers to
buy. The slightly high cost, if
you can afford it, is well worth
the endless hours of ringing
ears and gradual hearing loss.
But I digress; I didn’t buy
the speakers. I could have, but
I am conducting an ultimately
futile experiment where I don’t
bow down to the evil forces of
women. Yes, women. Why else
would males in this country
try to bench press 400 pounds?
Not to open stuck jars for
grandma, though that is a nice
perk of having the ability to
lift very heavy objects over and
over again in a linear motion
while lying on your back. It’s
the same reason geeky types
like to buy 500-watt THX certified computer speakers: To say,
“Hey baby, wanna touch my
woofer?”

Erin Strickland
Montana Kaimin

The ability to truly capture
the human figure has long been
the goal, and the challenge, of
artists working with every kind
of media.
This month’s show at the
Gallery of Visual Arts is dedicated to two artists’ treatment of
the human body, and how exactly one can portray life in art.
Cathryn Mallory, the director
of the art department’s gallery in
the Social Sciences Building,
brought together two artists
whose works center on the study
of the human form, but who are
also distinctively different from
each other.
“I loved the similarities and
the contrasts,” said Mallory. “It’s
wonderful for students to see
this kind of sophistication in figure work.”
The first thing one notices
upon viewing Kristi Hagar’s
exhibit, “Figurative Works,” is
the seven large canvases all
painted with the same muted
tones: peaches, soft blues, greens
and grays. Done with oil, acrylic
and chalk, they all depict the
nude bodies of men and women.
Overall, the canvases are
peaceful and tranquil, but
Hagar’s use of lines gives the
resting figures a sense of movement, said Mallory.
“I don’t draw from photographs anymore because it feels
spooky, like being a taxidermist
instead of a hunter,” Hagar
writes in her artist’s statement.
“No matter how life-like the
pose, we all know the animal is
dead. Drawing from life is
dynamic and often elusive.”

Interspersed among the canvases are smaller charcoal drawings, called the “San Juan
nudes,” done on extraordinary,
color-swirled, marbleized paper.
But Hagar’s most recent
works are on cloth, one of which,
“Sandwich Island Woman,”
draws most of the attention in
the room. Her face is Victorian,
with stunning features and
wispy hair drawn with rust colored pastels. She was inspired
by an engraving done during
Capt. James Cook’s visit to
Hawaii — an explanation, perhaps, for the large-print floral
fabric that she is drawn on.
Mary Farrell’s exhibit is predominately woodcut prints and
drawings combined with watercolor and wax. She also deals
with the human form, but her
colors are much brighter, her
lines more defined yet entangled.
Large woodcuts titled “Skin
and Bones” display what you see
on the outside, the body in various poses, right next to what is
actually inside, the spine or
other parts of the internal skeletal structure.
She also has multiple drawings treating the expressiveness
of hands.
“Things struggle to break
through in my work,” Farrell
writes in her statement.
“Etched, drawn or carved figures
float in a think amniotic fluid
that resists enough to suspend,
but not enough to break the
boundaries of the rectangle of
the paper.”
There will be a reception for
the artists on Friday from 5 to 7
p.m. The show will run through
Feb. 28. Call 243-2813 with
questions.

arts@kaimin.org
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Got limbs?

Calendar
Friday
•Club Nocturnal:
The University Center’s
dance club should be hopping at 10 p.m. The club is
on the second floor of the
UC and is open until 2 a.m.
Alcohol will be served from
the Bistro. The cost is $2 at
the door. Take your Griz
Card and driver’s license if
you want to drink.
• “Antwone Fisher”:
The drama will kick off
the Denzel double feature in
the UC Theater at 7 p.m.
“Training Day” will follow
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $2 for
one movie and $3 for the
double feature to Griz Card
holders.
• “One Night Stand”s:
Local artists will show off
work on the third floor of
Zimarino’s from 5 to 10 p.m.
Stop by to check out paintings, sculpture, video art,
free pizza and a cash bar.
• Two wildlife films:
The Roxy plays host to
two wildlife films, “The
World in a Wood” and
“Living in Britain: Winter
Reflections,” each of which
were named “Best of the
Festival” Films by the
International Wildlife
Media Center. The showing
will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $4 adults/$3
students.
• UM student recital
series:
Jamie Remsen will sing
at 7:30 p.m. in the Music
Recital Hall. The concert is
free.
• 86th Annual
Foresters’ Ball:
The Foresters and Law
School will make peace
again to the delight of all,
with music by Cash for
Junkers. Tikets are $15 single/$25 couple at the door.

Saturday
• Fly tying:
Learn how to produce
your own flies from the best
at the Holiday Inn Parkside
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Children, beginners and
experts are welcome to
attend. Admission is $5
•Forester’s Ball: see
Friday.

Sunday
• French Film Series:
ASUM and Le Cercle
Francais combined forces to
bring French movies to the
UC Theatre for free. “Le
Battement D’Ailes Du
Papillon” will play at 7 p.m.
Sunday and Monday.

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Sculptures, by Steve Kelly,
constructed of paper, wood
and mirrors are displayed in
the Henry Meloy gallery in
the ParTV Building.

‘Vagina Monologues’ to support women’s rights
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

The letter V — it can
encompass everything from
St. Valentine’s Day to vaginas.
Next Friday isn’t just St.
Valentine’s Day; it is also VDay, a day dedicated to raising awareness about violence against women.
Next Friday is also the
opening night of “The Vagina
Monologues,” a series of
monologues based on a play
by Eve Ensler.
Thea Delamater, a volunteer at the Women’s Center
as well as campus organizer
for V-Day, said this is the
fifth year that “The Vagina
Monologues” have been performed at the University.
Delamater said the monologues are based on the
experiences that come with
having a vagina. Topics

range from disliking one’s
vagina to rape.
Delamater said that “The
Vagina Monologues” are popular around the world;
they’ve been performed in
500 colleges and cities as
well as 38 countries.
This Sunday afternoon
there will be a silent auction. Items up for auction
will range from a massage
to art work from local
artists, as well as wine, gift
certificates from local
restaurants and much more.
All of the proceeds from the
silent auction go to an
organization called First
Step, Delamater said. She
said that First Step is a
sexual trauma evaluation
program for victims of rape
or sexual assault.
Delamater also said First
Step provides “Rape Kits”
for victims to try to identify
their attackers. They also
have a forensic investigator

to help with further identification of the assaulter, she
said. She said that advocates of the program include
the campus organization
Student Assault Recovery
Services as well as the
YWCA. She said the organization has a wide variety of
treatment options for
patients.
“‘The Vagina Monologues’
won’t stop until the violence
stops,” Delamater said. “It’s
all about awareness, trying
to create a safer space for
people.”
In correlation with “The
Vagina Monologues,” various
non-profit groups will have
information tables at the UC
next Friday in what will be
called the “UC Invasion,”
Delamater said. She also
said there will be tables in
the UC this coming Monday
through Friday.
A “Rape-Free Safe Zone”
will go into effect on Sunday

around campus, with red
ribbons and flyers to be put
up around various parts of
campus to designate rapefree zones for students.
“Violence against women
is a human rights issue,”
Delamater said regarding
why students, women and
men alike should attend the
monologues. “(The monologues) deal with violence
against women and girls.
(There are) so many different things you can learn
about.”
The V-Day Silent Auction
is Sunday, from 12 to 4 p.m.
in the UC Ballroom. Live
entertainment will be provided.
“The Vagina Monologues”
will be showing on Friday,
Feb. 14, and Saturday, Feb.
15, at the University
Theatre at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $6 and are
available at all Tic-It-EZ
locations.

UM artists push boundaries in ‘One Night Stand’
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

Tired of typical Montanastyle “Western” art? Longing for
an alternative take on a variety
of art mediums? Look no farther
than “One Night Stand,” an art
show this Friday in the
Zimorino’s Pizza building.
“One Night Stand” is the
brainchild of UM student Walsh
Hansen, a fine arts major from
Missoula.
Hansen could not be reached
for comment.
The show will include a variety of art mediums including
paintings, sculptures, ceramics,
prints and video.
Art work will be shown by
Megan Bogonovich, Andy Cline,
John Calsbeek, Walsh Hansen,
Leigh Horowitz, Annie Kennedy,
Jack McLarnan, Tom Semple
and Pete Wittenberger.

McLarnan, a senior fine arts
major, will present a video he
created as well as some digital
collage prints. He said he will
show more of his experimental
art projects at the show.
McLarnan said he started
getting serious about his art
work since he started going to
the University about three
years ago.
“Honestly, most art is made
from an obsessive personality,”
McLarnan said about his inspiration. “Compulsive behavior
drives artists more than the finished product. (It’s) a need to
express certain energies.”
McLarnan said he is also
having his own art opening at
Bernice’s Bakery from 5 to 8
p.m. on Friday. He will show
paintings that he created using
acrylic paint and other mixed
media, including graphite.
McLarnan said his main
influence for his art comes from

music. He cites such jazz musicians as Miles Davis and John
McLaughlin as big influences,
as well as heavy fusion groups
and a slew of underground hiphop artists.
McLarnan said a similar onenight art show last year
sparked interest in having
another show this year.
Megan Bogonovich is a fine
arts graduate student, a TA for
“Fundamental Drawing” and
the person who runs the UC
Gallery. She will show her
works of ceramic sculpture on
Friday at “One Night Stand.”
She describes her art as colorful
and goofy, exploring juxtapositions of organic shapes with
more commercial, man-made
ones. She said her sculptures
are kind of like dioramas.
“I like looking at how
humans carve out their niche in
the natural environment,”
Bogonovich said regarding her

inspiration to create an art
piece. “I like the contrast of
human things with the natural
world.”
Both McLarnan and
Bogonovich said “One Night
Stand” will offer an alternative
for people interested in art.
“For the most part, the art
we see in this town is boring
Western art that sells easily,”
McLarnan said. “We push
boundaries, it’s more pure, we
have no commercial interest, we
don’t give a fuck.”
Said Bogonovich, “It’s a
bunch of young people who are
excited about art. It’ll be fun,
too.”
“One Night Stand” is from 5
to 10 p.m. on7 Friday on the
third floor of Zimorino’s Pizza at
424 N. Higgins Ave.
For those of age, bring an ID
and some cash, because there
will be a bar for those who want
to drink.
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Griz pick up road win at PSU Lady Griz to give
free tickets to kids
Myers Reece

Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana
men’s basketball team silenced
talk of its road woes by dominating the Portland State
Vikings in Portland, Ore.,
Thursday night.
The Grizzlies came into the
game with a 3-6 road record
but proved they can perform
no matter where they are with
a 67-49 drubbing of Portland
State.
“I really think this was one
of our best games,” head coach
Pat Kennedy said.
Steve Horne continued his
hot play from the Sacramento
State game by jumping out to
10 first-half points to set the
tempo for the Griz. Horne finished with 12 points on 5-for12 shooting.
Forward Victor Venters got
into early foul trouble and was
forced to sit for much of the
game. His replacement, redshirt freshman Corey Easley,
stepped up with a career-high
12 points, including eight in
the second half.
“I would have to say the
game ball goes to Corey
Easley,” Kennedy said.
One of the keys to the victory for Montana was its
defense.
The Grizzlies started out in
man-to-man defense, but threw
some 2-3 zone at the Vikings
later in the game. Montana
held Portland State to only
31.9 percent from the floor.

The Grizzlies’ ability to
change up their defenses flustered Portland State’s leading
scorer, Jeb Ivey.
Ivey, who averaged 15.8
points per game coming into
the contest, scored 12 points
on only 3-for-16 shooting. He
was 2-for-12 from three-point
range.
Another key for Montana
was its rebounding dominance. The Grizzlies outrebounded the Vikings 36-24,
led by Marcus Rosser’s gamehigh 10.
“I thought we did a great
job on the boards,” Kennedy
said.
The Grizzlies were led in
scoring by David Bell with 17
points. Bell also had five
assists and no turnovers.
Easley and Horne were the
next two top scorers, followed
by Kevin Criswell with nine.
Criswell was held to 2-for-9
shooting from the floor.
“We had great balance,”
Kennedy said.
Seth Scott led Portland
State with 15 points. In the
last meeting between these
two teams, Scott had a doubledouble, but only managed
three rebounds this game.
After falling behind 2-0 at
the beginning of the game,
the Grizzlies rallied to a 17-9
lead midway through the first
half. In the closing minutes of
the first half, Portland State
went on a run of its own and
took a 28-27 lead into the
intermission.

Venters picked up his
fourth foul 45 seconds into the
second half, and Corey Easley
came in to score five straight
points. The Grizzlies took a
33-32 lead and they never
looked back. With a 20-9 run,
the Grizzlies brought the score
to 53-41 with just over six
minutes left in the game.
“This was really a tremendous win for us,” Kennedy
said. “It is so hard to win a
conference game on the road
by 18.”
With the win, Montana
pulled ahead of Montana
State, who lost to Eastern
Washington minutes after
Montana’s victory. The
Grizzlies are 4-4 in the conference, while the Bobcats
dropped to 3-5. Idaho State,
Eastern Washington and
undefeated Weber State are
the only teams ahead of the
Grizzlies in the Big Sky.
Saturday, Montana travels
to Cheney, Wash., to take on
the Eastern Washington
University Eagles.
The 6-2 Eagles are second
in the Big Sky and just
snapped a two-game losing
streak with their win against
MSU.
In the first meeting
between the two teams in
January, Eastern Washington
came into Missoula and won
72-62. The Grizzlies could possibly move ahead of 4-3 Idaho
State with a win and a
Bengals’ loss against Weber
State.

Olympic committee seeks president
CHICAGO (AP) — As fascinating as the U.S. Olympic
Committee’s constant squabbles
and scandals are, its members
really would like to get back to
their normal business.
Like winning medals.
Making sure U.S. athletes have
the resources and facilities they
need. And getting ready for an
Athens Olympics that is a mere
18 months away.
But they’re going to have to
find a way out of their latest
mess first. The USOC executive
committee is hoping that
cleanup will start at a meeting
Saturday, as the search begins
for yet another new president.
“I’m optimistic that we’ll
come out of this with a muchimproved USOC,” Paul George,
a vice president, said Thursday.
“We’ve been through tough
times before. I’m confident that
we’ll come through this — probably considerably changed, but
I’m confident we’ll come
through it.”
The USOC has been
immersed in scandal since the
beginning of the year, when
conflict-of-interest charges
against chief executive officer
Lloyd Ward first surfaced.
Accusations have been hurled
back and forth, with enough
dirt to feed a tabloid.
Congress even got into the
act, calling a hearing last week
and telling the USOC to clean
up its act.
The latest installment in the
saga occurred Tuesday, when

president Marty Mankamyer
resigned. Colleagues claimed
she’d been working behind the
scenes to oust Ward, hoping to
gain more power.
“Yes, the rings have dulled a
little bit and it’s our job to
restore their luster,” said Bill
Martin, who was appointed
interim president of the USOC.
But can the USOC do it?
Since 2000, the organization
has had four presidents and
CEOs, generating an almost
constant state of turmoil.
Indeed, it seems as if the USOC
no sooner hires one executive
when it pushes another out the
door.
“We need continuity and stability in our leadership,” Martin
agreed. “We can’t continue to
have revolving doors, somebody
in, somebody out. We need continuity, stability and strong
leaders.”
Though a nominating committee hasn’t been formed yet,
a few names have already
emerged as possible candidates
for president. And Martin, vice
president-secretariat, is at the
top of many lists.
New to the executive committee — he’s only been to one
meeting so far — Martin has
already impressed colleagues
with his evenhanded manner
and ability to take charge and
delegate.
He also has a unique knowledge of the problems and challenges facing the USOC, having
gone through a somewhat simi-

lar situation when he became
athletic director at Michigan.
There’s just one problem.
Martin doesn’t want the job
permanently.
“That’s a volunteer position,
and given the current situation
and the time and focus it needs,
it would not be fair to the
University of Michigan for me
to pursue it on a full-time
basis,” Martin said.
“If the Olympics and the
USOC were humming along, it
might be different, but I just
can’t do both jobs and be fair to
the University of Michigan.”
While there’s no timetable
for hiring a new president,
Martin said he thinks it can be
done before the USOC board
meets in April.
That will leave the USOC
plenty of time to focus on its
other issues. Like Ward’s
future.
Ward received a mild reprimand from the executive committee Jan. 13 after he was
accused of pushing for a USOCrelated contract for his brother’s company. Five USOC members resigned in protest.
While Ward appears to have
the executive committee’s support, others have said he should
resign. Sen. Ben Nighthorse
Campbell, one of five senators
investigating the turmoil within
the committee, was one of
them.
Ward declined comment
Thursday, saying he would talk
after the meeting Saturday.
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Mario the Magnificent
ejected from hockey game
(AP)— Mario the
Magnificent turned into Mario
the Pugilist in Pittsburgh’s
lopsided loss to Florida.
For the first time in nearly
seven years, the Hall of Fame
center was ejected from an
NHL game for fighting.
Mario Lemieux, who had
eight penalty minutes heading
into the game, picked up 29
with 5:12 to play Thursday
night in the Penguins’ 6-0 loss.
The league’s leading scorer
slashed Florida’s Brad Ference
and then dropped his gloves
against the fourth-year
defenseman.
“The way he plays, he’s got
to expect that,” Lemieux said
of Ference. “He takes a lot of
cheap shots out there, and
when the game is out of hand
like that, he’s going to pay for
it.”
What bothered the
Penguins’ owner the most was
a second-period cross-check to
his back. After challenging
Ference late in the game,
Lemieux was assessed minor
penalties for slashing and
instigating, a major penalty for
fighting, a 10-minute misconduct and a game misconduct.
In other NHL games
Thursday night, it was
Colorado 1, Detroit 0; Toronto
3, Tampa Bay 2 in overtime;
Boston 6, Montreal 3; Ottawa
2, Philadelphia 2; St. Louis 4,
the New York Rangers 4; and
Chicago 2, Calgary 2.
Lemieux’s last ejection for
fighting was April 24, 1996,

when he took on Washington’s
Todd Krygier in the playoffs.
Thursday’s fighting major was
his first in a regular-season
game since March 20, 1987, at
Washington, when he tangled
with Bobby Gould.
Lemieux’s frustration is
understandable. Pittsburgh
has lost four in a row and five
of its last six home games. The
Penguins, trying to avoid
missing the playoffs in consecutive years for the first time
since 1988, are 1-6-1 in their
last eight games.
Niklas Hagman, Kristian
Huselius and Matt Cullen
broke out of long scoring
slumps for Florida. Hagman
scored his first goal in 29
games, Huselius his first in 19
games and Cullen his first in
17.
Roberto Luongo made 28
saves for his fifth shutout of
the season and 14th with the
Panthers, a team record.
Avalanche 1, Red Wings 0
At Detroit, Patrick Roy
recorded his 64th career
shutout, tying Toronto’s Ed
Belfour for the most by an
active goalie. Roy made 28
saves and earned his third
shutout in the past six games.
Alex Tanguay scored for the
Avalanche, who left Brett Hull
waiting to join the 700-goal
club. Hull has not scored in six
games. Colorado is 5-0-2 since
losing to Detroit on Jan. 16 at
home, and is unbeaten in a
season-best seven games.
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Lady Griz jump to third in Big Sky
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

University of Montana
Lady Griz freshman forward
Darci Sandoval blocked
Portland State guard
Michelle Thueson’s shot with
2:54 remaining in the game.
The crowd erupted again and
the Lady Griz continued to
roll over the Portland State
University Vikings on
Thursday in their 63-44 victory.
“That was awesome,” senior guard Jill Henkel said.
“It’s her long arms. That
was my highlight of the
game.”
The Lady Griz played
solid, hard-nosed defense for
the entire game.
“Pretty much everything
was contested,” Lady Griz
head coach Robin Selvig said.
The win, along with an
Eastern Washington loss at
Montana State, gave the
Lady Griz sole possession of
third place in the Big Sky
Conference with a record of
4-2 and an overall record of
13-6.
Henkel, who finished with
eight points, said getting off
to a fast start helped the
team in its win.
“Our defense all night was
really, really solid,” Henkel
said. “So, when the shots
aren’t falling we have to
focus on the other end and I
think we did a really good job
on that.”
On a night when sophomore center Hollie Tyler shot
3-for-16, Selvig was still
pleased with his star center’s
effort.
“She (Hollie) did a great
job on defense,” Selvig said.
“She was a force on defense,
she changed a bunch, blocked
a bunch.”
Despite playing with a
slight chip in the bones of
her right index finger, Tyler
set her career high in blocks
with six to go along with her
team-leading 12 rebounds.

20
Average number of
times Lady Griz
center Hollie Tyler
says she gets hit in
the face with the
ball during practice
every week.

7,332
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Playing despite fractured bones in her hand, Hollie Tyler takes a ball to the face from Portland State’s Jenna
Washington during Thursday night’s game in the Dahlberg Arena. Tyler lead the Lady Griz with nine points, helping
to defeat the Vikings 63-44.

The crowd of 4,116 knew
the game was shifting in
favor of the Lady Griz when
freshman forward Katie
Edwards hit a buzzer-beating three-pointer as time
expired in the first half,
quelling the mini-run PSU
made.
“We shot it good,” Selvig
said. “We moved it good and
made it tough for them to get
good looks early.”
Viking junior forward
Sarah Hedgepeth, who came
into the game leading the Big
Sky in scoring, finished with
15 points, but the Lady Griz
did its best defensive work on
Viking senior guard Nikki
Petticrew, holding her to
three points.
Coming into the game,
Petticrew was ranked third
in the conference in threepoint field goal percentage,
but only managed to
attempt three threes, con-

necting on one.
“We were worried about
their shooters and we did a
good job on them,” Edwards
said. “We got to their shooters when we had to and
everyone stepped up tonight
and we had a really good
game.”
Hedgepeth and the rest of
her Viking teammates were
dumbfounded by their efforts
in the second half when they
made only 15.8 percent of
their shots.
“I mean, we came in here
with a game plan and I don’t
know,” Hedgepeth said.
The Lady Griz played a
team game once again. No
one on the team scored in
double digits, and Tyler lead
the team with nine points.
Freshman forward Jody
McLeod provided a spark off
the bench, contributing eight
points and three rebounds.
“I can’t ever remember

having no one in doubles,”
Selvig said. “And we scored
quite a few points and we
shot a decent percentage, it’s
just kind of weird.
Obviously, I got to play a lot
of kids and everybody contributed. So I think that’s
probably pretty unusual.
Usually you probably would
have lost.”
The Lady Griz are excited
about being in sole possession of third place in conference play, but on Saturday at
7:30 p.m. that record won’t
matter as the Eastern
Washington Eagles come to
Missoula for another Big Sky
clash.
“This game is over and
done, we’re excited, but we
have a big game on Saturday
and we gotta practice hard
tomorrow and get another big
win,” Edwards said.
“It’s going to be a battle.”
Selvig said.

Montana’s tracksters run in opposite directions
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

The University of
Montana’s indoor track team
will get twice the chance to
represent the Grizzlies this
weekend.
While the majority of the
team travels to Bozeman for
the Montana State
University Open, six of UM’s
top runners will head to
Pocatello, Idaho, for a pentathlon.
Those runners are
Suzanne Krings, Alicia
Torrey, Carla Breuer and
Shannon Selby. Only two
men, Trevor Gunlock and
Andrew Levin, will race.
“They are our top multiple-event people,” head coach
Tom Raunig said.
The five events are men’s
1,000-meter, women’s 8,000meter, 55-meter hurdles, shot

By
the
Numbers

put, high jump and long
jump.
The racers will try to qualify for the Big Sky
Championship.
“Levin should get it in
high hurdles,” Raunig said.
“And Gunlock in high jump.”
Raunig said the men will
face tough competition from
Idaho State University’s
McKay Womack.
“The men will be right in
the hunt to win,” Raunig
said.
In women’s action, Krings
will compete in high jump,
long jump and hurdles. She
will be challenged by ISU
All-American Jackie Poulson.
Raunig said this will be a
big invitational with seven
schools, including Weber
State University, Bringham
Young University, ISU, Utah
State, and Utah Valley
Community College.

Raunig said it is common
for community colleges to compete against Division I schools.
“It is a mixture,” Raunig
said. “They don’t usually
have that much depth, but
are individually strong.”
Levin attended Utah
Valley Community College
before arriving at UM.
While that part of the
Grizzly team competes, the
rest of the team will be at
the MSU Open. Also at MSU
will be two schools from
North Dakota: Dickinson
State and University of Mary.
This is an open and is not
scored. Raunig said MSU will
be the Grizzlies’ toughest
competition.
Since the entire team will
be participating, Raunig said
it allows runners to race in
fewer events.
“They can cut back on
events and run fresh,”

Raunig said. “People can also
try different events.”
It also simplifies the race
strategy.
“They will just go for
time,” Raunig said. “And not
worry about winning.”
Grizzly tracksters Scott
McGowan and Antony Ford
will be going for NCAA and
Big Sky qualifying marks in
the 3,000-meter.
“The MSU track is a fast
track,” Raunig said. “The
fastest this season. We’ll be
looking forward to improve
our times.”
The MSU track is not up
year-round. Instead it is set
up between the basketball
games over the weekend.
The season is winding
down for the indoor season.
“It’s flying by,” Raunig
said. “It’s a big weekend for
Big Sky Championship qualifiers.”

Record crowd at
Dahlberg Arena
during Saturday’s
home game against
slippery Sac State.

381
Number of fans in
the stands during
Sac State’s game
against the Lady
Griz in sunny
California.
This is 1.3 percent
of their total
student body.

4
First-place finishes
the UM men’s track
team had this
weekend, beating,
among other teams,
MSU.

12
Number of
high-kicking
dance team
members at
“Monte Madness”

60
Approximate
number of hacky
sack enthusiasts
who signed the
petition to get the
Missoula Footbag
Alliance recognized
as an official
ASUM group.

